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January 2, 2008

To the Implementation Science Editors:

Thank you for the copy-editing of this manuscript. I accepted all changes, and followed the format for the section headers where there were any inconsistencies from the copy-edited version I received. I corrected the two comments from the copy-editor that were made in the text. The first comment was seeking confirmation on the characteristics of sample, thus this was corrected (three practices with two clinicians). The second comment was in the discussion section (strong group, team orientation) where I added the word “facilitating.”

One last note: the copy-editor suggested changing the figure to turn all lettering horizontal to ease reading. While this point is well taken, this will be difficult to accomplish. An assistant that I previously worked with created the figure and I do not have the program to fix this now. I hope that this will not create a hardship to produce this figure as it currently is.

Many thanks for your assistance in this manuscript.

Sincerely,
Lynne Nemeth